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How useful is the Mediterranean Sea as an intellectual construct? And how should it be studied? Nearly sixty years after
the publication of Fernand Braudel's first great book, and some
forty years after the Mediterranean became a major category in
anthropology, these questions continue to trouble and intrigue
us. For those of us who study the ancient world or the Middle
Ages, the questions are particularly pressing. In consequence,
they have in recent times figured quite often in the merrygo-round of academic conferences. One such conference was
organized by the Center for the Ancient Mediterranean at
Columbia University on21 and 22 September 2001.
The book you have before you consists for the most part of
the proceedings of that meeting. AU of the orally delivered
papers have been revised, in some cases substantially. Three
others are additions: I was fortunate enough to find David
Abulafia, whose work I have long admired, willing to contribute
a paper, even though he had not been among the attendees in
New York (the cast consisted mostly of antichisti); Peregrine
Horden and Nicholas Purcell have written an extra essay in
response to the reviewers of their recent book The Corrupting
Sea (2000). Finally, I have taken the opportunity provided by
the period of revision to crystallize my thoughts on this subject
and put them together as an introduction; I thank Susan
E. Alcock in particular for helping me to do this.
In the interests of preventing further delays, matters have
been so organized that none of the contributors saw either my
introduction or Horden and Purcell's response to critics before
they finished their own contributions. Horden and Purcell did
not read my essay, and I have not altered it since I read theirs.
So there will no doubt be plenty of material for later responses'
But we have already been compelled by various circumstances
to wait quite long enough. And it was never of course our
intention to produce an agreed body of doctrine' If there are
unresolved conflicts between some parts of the book and
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r NTRoDUcr r oN

'Mediterraneanism' involves itself with a region, and as such it
needsto define its subject of study and set its borders. While the
aim of the approach is to be trans-historical-inspired
as it is by
Braudel's longue durde-it should be obvious that historical
circumstances defined what belonged to the Mediterranean
world at any given point in time. Political and economic conditions determined what regions were in contact with those at
the Mediterranean shores, and these changed over time. While
the Mediterranean might be a timeless and trans-historical
concept, what falls within its reach is not. In his study of the
Mediterranean world in the age of Philip II, Fernand Braudel
could include the Flemish city of Antwerp, but no one would
claim that city to have been a Mediterranean one throughout
its history.
Human agency thus defines the limits of the Mediterranean
world, and the reach of people of that world depended on
historical circumstances. In their book The Corrupting Sea,
Horden and Purcell stressed the concepts of micro-region and
interconnectivity. The small zones that make up the Mediterranean world are connected to one another to an extent that
depends on the activities of the humans inhabiting them. The
geographical extent of those connections varies-and therefore
what can be called the Mediterranean world changes. At times
the focus of that world could be outside Europe, in the regions
of Asia and Africa that are often somewhat marginalized in
Mediterranean studies.
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As an example of such a situation,
I will discuss the Mediter_
ranean in pre-crassicartimes, in
a period sometimes .allea earty
antiquity.l As used here, the ter*
the two millennia of
human history that we_canstudy "orrrror..
on the basis of the rich textual
sources produced by the people
of the Ancienr N"", E;;;.-iily
emphasis lies on those textuul
.o.ri..r. While I
d;;-;;;
archaeologists that other materidl
.elains
provide a rich
domain to be explored and used
by the ilstorian, such remains
by themselves do not allow for
a reconstruction as
the textual sources d::
i, ^'a"ruif.a
i;;;;,ant
second element in
Tlri,
""
the definition of the Mediterran"""
,,io.ta us .t.rai.a l;;r;;h;
historian's grasp onrcertain .eqi:{
a"p".ra, on the availability
of sources and the degree to which
th"y cun U.
;;;
for the sixteenth century Ao, Braudel
had a lot"""fyr.j.
more
data
tcr
work with from the western
side of the Mediterranean tharr
from the eastern. That was ,o
u gr*
.li"rr, due to his lack of
familiarity with ottoman sources,
which are in fuct abundantl
a shortcoming he acknowledg"a
I., oth* ti;.-;;
just lack the evidence
"urraiaiy.
to talk sensibly
ulorr, u certain region,
and our focus is forced onto a
U.tt"i dl.r*.rrt"d
part of the
world we are studying. That is
the case-in early antiquity when
the western Mediterranean was prehistoric,
while the eastern
Mediterranean was home ro
;";il;'of
well_documented
"
inctuding those of Egyp,
u.,J nl.ropotamia. The latter
::l:1-r:e^:,
socretresare not always.regarded
as part or the rr,l"air*r*"""
world, and often their histori.,
u.. *ii,r.n as if the importance
of that sea was only marginal, in
the uuri" ."rrr" of that term as
referring to a border. I *ouli
u.g.r", l;;;rr.r,
that at times the
Ancient Near East w-as the
M;i;;.1.,
wo.ld, or at least
the eastern part of it. I will ai.".,."
n"r.-;h;
of Near Eastern
history that is often referr.a
".u
,o u. tfr" Late
Bronze Age. As
archaeological subdivisions have
titti"- r.r.rrunce in historical
terms, I do not like to use that
t"r*, ho*.ver, and prefer the
temporal designation of the second
harf of the second rr,ucrr'millennium BC, admittedly an awkward
mouthful.
1 I bor.o""
the term from. L NI. Diakonoff,
who used it as the title of a
collection of papers discus_sing*".fa
,_,rrtilc.7000 ac (Early
Antiquity (chicago, 1eel )).
; ,. "irifiltiorr,
; ;;;;;;ronorogical
term, outside
,r ..J:1,,
a Marxist evolurionarymodel
of the d.*;;;;;',
li u.r",".r, socrery.
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T H E STATES OF TH E EASTER N
WOR L D
M E D ITER R AN EAN

In the centuries from 1500 to 1100 sc the eastern Mediterranean
world, including a large landmass that stretched more than 1200
kilometres inland to the east and south, formed a system of states
and cultures that tied the whole region together. One of the
consequencesof the system's existence was that many of the states
simultaneously produced a rich written record. This enables the
historian to look at them without the bias of one point of view
dominating the entire picture, as is often the case.The first part of
this paper will be descriptive, introducing these actors. All of them
have their individual histories, which have been studied with great
detaii and care by scholars of various disciplines. I will move here,
arbitrarily, from east to west, north to south, but my order is not
important. Afterwards, I will try to explain how they came together as one eastern Mediterranean system. I will focus at first on
politics as the organizing force, but I hope it will become clear that
the unity provided by the political setting extended into many
other aspectsof life as well. The political system was only part of a
greater process of the formation of a Mediterranean world, one
that does not overlap in geographical terms with the worlds discussed elsewhere in this volume (see Map 1).
In the south-west corner of modern-day Iran was located the
state of Elam, where the timespan from about 1450 to 1 100 ec is
identified as the Middle Elamite period in modern scholarshipThis was an era during which the state became centralized and
powerful enough to get militarily involved in the affairs of its
direct neighbors, Babylonia and Assyria. Famous today is the
campaign by King Shutruk-Nahhunte who around 1 165 raided
Babylonia. Because he brought back an enormous amount of
booty from all major cities there, most of the famous early
Babylonian monuments were excavated in Iran rather than
Iraq, such as the stela of Naram-Sin and the law code of Hammurabi. While Elam was only peripheral to the eastern Mediterranean world for a long time, its late military campaigns and
involvement in the Mesopotamian region ultimately made it an
important actor on the scene.2
2 For the history
(C ambri dge, 1999).

of Elam, see D. T.

Potts, The Archaeology of Elam
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Moving west we find Babylonia, which
at this time was ruled
by its longest-lasting dynasty, that of the
Kassites who were in
control from 1595 to 1155 sc. This period
is often po.rruy"J u,
one of decline and weakness for the iegion,
but that is u *ir.orr_
ception' we find a stable.unified state]considered
to be equ^iio
the major states of the time, Egypt and
Hatti. trrt"rrruttv in.r.
was an economic resurgence after a difficujt
period i" tn. _ia_
second millennium, and by all accounts
culture flourished.
Babylonia was not always successful in
keeping Ar.yri; ;;l
Elam at bay, and it knew its low points,
but the ku.rii. p..iod
can be seen as a golden age rathei than a
dark one.3
Its northern neighbour, Assyria, was
somewhat of a late
comer on the scene. In the eariy part of
the period,
the mid-fourteenth century, ;t wu, a small
"p-"",if
state
the city Assur, which was perhaps not
""rrrriairorrrra
fully i"a.p""a.rri,
C.,t
controlled by the Mittani state in northern
Syria tobe air".rrr.a
next. But from c.1350 on, through u ,.r"."rrion
of ,t.orrg _iii_
tary rulers, Assyria asser^tedits authority
throughout ,h. ,-.;i;;,
it-reduced in power and finally un.r.xedihe
adjoining pur, # rf,.
Mittani state,which allowed ii to compete
with the gieat po*.r.
of Babylon and Hatti.a
Northern Syria at the beginning of the
second half of the
second millennium was governed by a state
called Mittani. Its
history is less known than that of lts neighbours
becau;; ,h.
capitai city, known from texts to have
been washukurrri, has
not yet been found. We are certain, however,
that Mittani was
the major power of western Asia in the
fiiteenth
.";i;
fourteenth ssn1u1is5-only Egypt equalled
it. Its ";J
f"il;;.,
however, were determined by li, ,ortn.r,
and eastern
bours, Hatti and Assyria. In their expansion
""igh_
into the SU;;;
plains the Hittites had to confront
Niitturri, ura .r.".rrf,rtty
reduced its power in the second half of the
fourteentrr ."rrt.r.v',
3 Kassite
Babylonia remains relatively poorly studied,
For a survey, see
A. Kuhrt, The Ancient Near East ,.SOOO_SSO
ec(London
N;*-,i; -i:
1995), 33248. A recent discussion of ,'u.ry""J
socioecono,rnic
L. Sas-smannshausen,
Beitrrige zur Verwaltung und Gese,sciaJt A"iit"";ii
".;".;.
in der Kassitenzeit,Baghdader Forschungen
21
ZOOI).
iWainz,
* For surveys
of Middle Assyrian history, ."" a. f. G.^y"o.r, ,Mesopota_
mia, His-toryof (Assyria)',.in D. N. Freedman (ri),
rt" Anchor Bihte Dic_
tionary(New York, 1992),iv.73740, and
Kuhrt, Ancr"nt NearEast,34g_62.
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The main beneficiary of this expansion was ultimately Assyria,
however, as it managed in the long run to take over all Mittani
territory as far west as the Euphrates. By 1250 sc Mittani was
no more.S
To the north, the central area of Anatolia was the heartland of
the Hittite state, called Hatti in contemporary sources. It established control over Anatolia in the early fourteenth century, and
extended into northern Syria in the second half of that century.
The first opponents in the Syrian theatre were the Mittani, but
later the conflict there was with Egypt. Taking advantage of
internal Egyptian troubles, the Hittites spread their influence
further south with little difficulty. By the time Egypt had
gathered itself together and wanted to reassert its interests in
western Asia, Hatti was in control of the region as far south as
Qadesh. It was near that city in 1274 sc that Ramesses II
clashed with the Hittite king Muwatalli, a battle that was lost
by the Egyptian king (which did not prevent him from describi ng i t as a maj or vi ct or y in num er ous t ext s and r epr esent at ions) .
The Hittite focus upon the south left the state exposed on its
northern and western borders. The north was the territory of a
group called Gasga, seemingly not organized in any kind of
state, but a constant military threat.6
The western regions of Anatolia present a different picture,
although one not easy to draw because of the shortcomings of
the documentation. States under an internationally recognized
king existed there from early on in this period. The king of
Arzawa in south-west Anatolia, for example, was in correspondence with Amenhotep III of Egypt, who sought his daughter's hand in marriage in order to conclude an alliance to put
pressure on Hatti. In the iatter part of the period an important
player on the western scene was the kingdom of Ahhiyawa. The
study of this state is complicated by the question of whether or
not its name is related to the Achaeans. the Homeric term to
designate the Greeks at Troy.7 If indeed Ahhiyawa and Achaea
s
See G. Wilheim, The Hurrians ('Warminster, 1989) for a history of the
Mittani state.
6 The Hittites have been studied extensively. A recent survey is by
T._Bryce, The Kingdom of the Hittites (Oxford, 1998).
' The question has been vociferously discussed ever since the 1920s with no
definite solution in sight. For a short summary, see ibid. 59-63.
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were the same, we may have evidence that
something resem_
bling the Trojan war.had taken place in reality:
Greel
sion onto the Anatolian coast could have
"*pu.r_
inciuded to.rg_t"r*
siegesof the type described by Homer. The questron
will not be
settled on the basis of linguistic evidence,
and its solution
depends on further archaeological work which
tt.
nature of Mycenaean presence in western
"ur, "turity
Anatolia.
On Ual".r".,
I believe that the connection between the
two can be made, and
that the Hittites knew of a political entity
in the west tfrua.u., U.
related to the Mycenaeans of the Gieek
mainland
;"
Aegean islands.
";
The study of the Aegean region is much
more restricted
becauseof the limitations of the iextuar data.
Although writing
was in use, with the so_calledLinear B texts,
the content is of
little historical value' The tabrets have
to be regarded u. it,r;trative of a civilization whose main characteristics
are reveared.
through (other) archaeological remains.
In the second hdf ;f
the second millennium, the Aegean developed
from a Uip"f",
with differing cultural tiaditions in
Crete urrd on th.
Td.l,
G-reek mainland, to one where the Mycenaean
material culture
of the mainland was attested througtrout
the region. i, ;;-;;;:
sible that there was some type of reg"ionalpolitical
unlfication of
a nature similar to what we see ,rrrd., the
Mittani, fo, fr.tu.r...
ult case, Mycenae was a crucial part of
the trade tnut norrrIl
ished throughout the eastern Mediterranean,
with goods in
exchange between Greece, the Near East,
and Egypl.sThjs last state, Egypt, is the best documented
of them alr at
.
this time. Archaeological and textual
data abound, and we can
reconstruct elements of political and social
history i" gr*i
detail. It also was the state that steadily remained
fo. the l";;;;
time a crucial player on the international
scene. New Kingdom
Egypt resurrected itself from the chaos
of the so-called H;il;;
period as early as the
century, and stayed J.r"g
.sixteenth
within and outside its borders almost
co.rsturrtly until about
1200. It extended itself far south into Nubia
arrd arrn.x.a lr. ii
kept a constant presence in the Syro_palestinian
area,
the greatest expansion there was reached
"ftfrrrgi
at an early pol.rt
uiJ
8

The literature on the Aegean world
is enormous, see, for example,
O. Dickinson, The Aegean Broiz" lge (Cambri;
[r,' tv}+1.
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Egypt gradually lost territory thereafter. This was the period of
the great temple constructions at Luxor and Karnak, of the
Valley of the l(ings, and of Abu Simbel. ln many respects it
was one of the greatest periods in Egyptian history'e
These were the great states of the region in the second half of
all equally centralized and powerthe second millennium-not
powers.
Stuck in the centre of the region
regional
all
. ful, but
was the Syro-Palestinian area, an interstitial zone with several
important and well-documented states (for instance, Ugarit on
the Syrian coast), but these were all much smaller in size and
minor players on the international scene. Their secondary
status was maintained by the great powers' because these
needed a buffer zone between them. The Syro-Palestinian
states had their own rulers, who had to pledge allegiance to
the nearby power that was the strongest: Mittani, Hittite, or
Egyptian. At home they were kings; in their relations with the
regional overlords they were servants. They partook in a system
where their proper place was one of obedience to the distant
lords, useful in proxy wars and providing tribute on an annual
basi s.l o
3.

poLITIcA L
TH E

EVoLUTI oN
S E C ON D

I N THE SECoND HALF oF

MILLE N N IU M

BC

The remarkable aspect of these states' histories is that they
developed, flourished, and then declined, more or less at the
same time, The simultaneity of the cycles was not pure coincrdence. The proximity of the states and the close interactions
between them, as attested in numerous sources' force us to look
beyond their individual histories to explain the waxing and
waning of their fortunes. A lot of ink has flowed over the
question of the collapse of the period, primarily for the Aegean,
Anatolian, and Syro-Palestinian regions where the role of
foreign invaders has been much debated' The development
across the region of a shared social and political organization
has not received the same attention, however, and deserves to be
9 The literature on the period is also enormous. For a recent survey, see
I. Shaw (ed,), The Oxford Histoty of Ancient Egy|t (Oxford, 2000)'
10
A good basic survey of many of these states is provided by H' Klengel,
S yri a 3000 to 300 B .C . A H andbook of P ol i ti c al H i s torv (B erl i n, 1992)'
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addressed.Ironically a lot has
been invested in discovering how
the system failed, but not on
how it evolved.
In the sixteenth century the
entire region had been charac_
terized by political fragmentatiorr,
,ro*f,"r" do *" ;;"-ri**
states and as a resurt the textual
documentation is extremely
scarce. only in Egypt do we
have a grurp on the situation,
but even there our understandi.rg-i,
ti*ited. From the mid_
seventeenth century on, the .or.rr1ry
had been ai,,ria"J-irrto'u
o-fprincipalities, severaf *f.i"t
were considered to be
"".-P."r
ruled by_foreigners, named ,Hyksos,
"f
inlater Egyptian tradition.
Although only one Hyksos av"uriv-_uy
have had hegemony
over the north and a Theban
iy"".,y _uy have controlled
the
entire south, it is clear from.oniemporury
and later sources that
other petty rulers considered
tir.-r.iu",
to be kings as well.11
This pattern extended .u"ry*h.r.,trrorrglrorr,
the sixteenth_
cenrury eastern Mediterranean
world. Comp.ting
&;;;;,
ruled small areas. The near_total
utr.rr"" of textual remains
indicates that their economy
was underdeveloped and their
political control *":.k.. The
only .*""oii.,
,o iiri, ;;;
;;;;
b.:1
the early Hittite ,ru,., *i.r"-t*o
i"
.,r1.r., Hattusili I
and Mursili I, were highly ,.r.".rrfrrl-_ilitarily
;J;;;;;r.
unified all of eastern Anatotia.
Th"i;;lii;;y
to roam rhroughout
the entire region, with Mursili
ieachirrg Babylon in 1595 ac,
shows how weak resistance must
have beln. The short period of
Old Kingdom Hittite strength
*",
terminated by
Mursili's assassination
"lr"p,ly

leadiig ," I ar.fi".""i-rh";;iil
;i
well. Mesopotamia,Anatolia,-a"a
Sfrlu_falestinethereafter
saw a sharp

reduction of inhabited ,orr.,
urra an increase of
semi-nomadic life. Urban centres
b;;;;.
fewer in number,
islands in a countryside with t"r,
prr_u.rent settlement.
The situation of politicat *".mlr,
d.ecline
-*L"l was
reversed in the late-sixteenth
"riJ."orro*ic
and fifteenth
system of territorial states with
""",".i"r,
more or less equivalent
powers
d.eveloped.,Many, if not all, of
the ,tut., irrrrolved, attained
a
size and coherence never know"
b.fo;. i; their histories. The
best-known.examples are Egypt,
und Baiytonia and Assyria in
Mesopotamia. The trt.ropot-u-i;;
J";..l.came
.truly territorrr Bourriau,.The
J.
SecondIntermediate
period(c.1650_1550
BC),, in
Shau'(ed.),OxfordHistoryof Ancient
Beiir',-tii_itt

The EarIY Eastern Mediterranean
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that
political centre by dynasties
ial states, ruled from one
terrtThe
city'
a
a country' not
considered themselves to rule
their hinterlands' and had a
tiii"t
tories included s""eJ
""a
never seen before' Ideologically'
degree of economic integration
life
n"ur, of cultural and political
*"3
the idea that the
of
"iirr.
autarky
economic
"",
u"tot'o*y and
survived, but the oti;;i
cities had disaPPeared'
always been different' There'
In Egypt the situaiion had
uteady by the^.early third
a territorial .tu." n"J-l"t"iop"a
the first cataract
and the entire Nile valley-from
;ilt;;;i"-,
3000 ec on'
about
from
unified
to the Mediterran"ui nua been
periods' the periods of polEven in the so-calleJ ii""t'"aiate
was very different fromrryhat
itical fragmentation, the situation
tot cities' detached themwe see in Mesopotamia: provin:::'
While- these provinces had cities
selves from the
";t
"";l';i
into the crucial centres of
in them, the Iatter """"t a"""foped
that they were
u"d ideological organization
political, ."ono-i",
new' howrt'" New Kingdom was something
i""il;;;u-iu.
integration
extent and its
ever, both because ;;;t;t;;;+\it".l
heartland' Geographically'
the
of the conqu"r"a '"gio"t?"tlia"
far bevond anvthing.reached
the early New King?;;;;"3:d
By the reign of A:nenhistory.
in ngypr,"
before o,. uft"r*uri,
Esvpt

ffi;

iiil;

,n. iirri niir^or the fourteenthcentury,
Sudan'

and
Syria to central
controlled an area ito- "ottnern
kilo2'000
than
were more
its northern and southern borders
Kingdom' Nubia was
New
the
metres upu.t' ff"ottgio"l
.
heartland' its government
regarded u. u pu" ofin" Egyptian
grasp on the Asiatic terriassignedto a'vicero"j "if"Jn:.fhe
was loose'. at first at least' Egyptian
tories, on the otf't''hu"d'
dynasty' however' By the
policy changed irr. ti'l-"i""teenth
nc)' the geographical extent
reign of Ru.rr..,tt {l Ozlg-t213.
of
with a much greater level
had decreased in int "o"it'
Falestine was in Egypt's hands'
integration, t o*tu"t' Only
controlled than ever before'
but the area was more directly
culture and adminismaterial
with an imposition of Egyptian
tration.l2
Age" in
r2 B. M. Bryan,'Art, Empire' u19 tlt End of the Late Bronze in the
East
Near
Ancient
TheSludl^ofthe
Cooperund c' s"t**u;'i:;:';'
J.
'itric)nturv (WinonaLake' Minn'' 1996)'33-79'
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+**n'f**Trff**fui
,,.'u*nr'fi*rt;ffii:13T{ffi

Can we explain why such a concurrent development of terriitorial statestook place?It would be shortsighted to look at every
icaseindividually and to try to find the reasons for the changes in
;the sociopolitical organization within the histories of each state
rby itseif, The idea that the simultaneous and parallel developments were accidental is in contrast to the truly international
character ofthe subsequent era. Ifwe look at the entire region as
a whole, as a system, we can interpret it through an interpretative model called'Peer Polity Interaction', developed by Colin
. Renfrew to explain change and interaction in early states.l3
units smaller than the ones we encounter in the second half of
the second millennium. He quantified the size of those polities,
which he called Early State Modules, as some 1,500 square
kilometres in extent with a diameter of about 40 kilometres.
The model has been applied to various early states, in the Old
World as well as the New World, in prehistory as well as
history. The benefit for using it in the context discussed here
is that the level of sociopolitical integration of the Early State
Modules is irrelevant.la The advantage of this model is that it
urges us to look beyond the borders of the individual polity in
order to explain change, especiallywhen simultaneous increases
in social and economic complexity are visible in several polities
in the same region. The model focuses on early states because
anthropological archaeology has been preoccupied with the
development of pristine states, but we should seek to apply it
to the study of more complex state societies as well. It is far
from unusual in history that similar social and political changes
take place in neighbouring regions. For example, the simultaneous gro\ilth of nation-states throughout nineteenth-century
Europe was surely not coincidental. The concept of peer polity
interaction seems thus ideally suited to investigate change in the
Eastern Mediterranean in the second half of the second millennium, becauseit avoids stressing dominance by one centre and
does not look at the units involved in isolation.

;'"1"r';'':1,i:;i:t*!i,.,*;fift
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s o C IA L S TR U C TU R E
A set of political and social characteristics
was shared by all
states of the Eastern Mediterranean
in the second n"ff
rn.
second millennium, not coincidentally,
but because"i they
formed part of the same .tr.r.t.rr*-These characteristics
included the political structure,
wtrich as described above
involved the devel<

territo
riarstates
;flff T,il.,?:l ;:i iLi':L:l'l;',HT:

paralleled in other areas of life
as .,".il. ett ,,ur"r-ir, ,ir.-."uf"r,
even the Syro-palestinian ones,
were made up of ,rr;., ij"r_
archical societies in which a small
palatiar erite dominated the
mass of the population. These eliies
were resident in urban
centres' where their conspicuous
consumption clearly dil;guished them from the rest
of the p*pt..
The strict social
hierarchy and the great divisions
in wearth in these societies
are perhaps best illustrated by the
building projects of this time.
They included the construction
of luxurious Dalaces everw_

where,often separating
the ruling
iljR;jIJr,
such as in the citadelsat My".riu""h;r-i;;
urrJ Hurr.r.a,the Hittite
capital.

The,building of entireiy
.upi*t cities was a logical
extension of the practice of providing
".*
the elite with its own
sepa.rate residences, and is attested
throughout th. .uri.r.,
Mediterranean.
Akhetaten (El-Amarna) in Egypt
is a good example of that
pra.ctice.This city was giqantic
ii-rir", .orr,uirr.a severalpalaces
and a temple in honour o1 the king,s
p"r*rut god Aten, as well
as living quarters for the populatiJn
i*port.a both to bu'd the
city and to run the king,s hour.holJ-*a
,fr. state. All the
official buildings were decorated
with ,"ti.fr, frescos, and statu_
ary' There is now little of this city
left toadmire, but its sheer
the few representations of parts
of i,t,'ri"rv
:ir: :,"d
,i"ili,
building was a massive project.
so.i.Jin
Akhenaten,s fifth
year and abandoned soon after
his death in his ,.,r"rrr""rrrn
year, rt must have required a
colossal effort to build the .it i;
a short period. Akhetaten *u. .ror-un
lych
exception in New
Kingdom Egypt: Ramesses II built
his own capital in per_

il'
ilin,r
Hi

,;;.".

J. Kemp, Ancient Egypt: Anatomy of a
Ciuilization (London,

19g9),
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Ramesse,little known today but praised in antiquity' In other
states we find the same practice of building new capitals:
Al-Untash-Napirisha in Elam, Dur-Kurigalzu in Babylonia,
and Kar-Tukulti-Ninurta in Assyria. The names of these cities
all incorporate a specific ruler's name, except for Akhetaten
which ..f"r, to the king's personal god rather than himself'
These were not constructions for the people, but cities entirely
built as residencesfor the king, His ability to construct them, all
of them substantial if not gigantic in size, demonstrates the
wealth of resources that were available to him' They show a
desire to distance the ruler from the people, and reflect the
pow erstruggl esthat went onam ongt heelit es. I t islikelyt hat
-in
thes. places an altogether new bureaucracy was created, one
of homiies noai wlno were fully dependent on the king rather
than on familial ties for their social status.
The practice of palace construction and separation from the
populace is visible on a different scale in the Syro-Palestinian
u."a. Because of its political dependence on the great powers
nearby it was unacceptable for the local rulers there to build
strong fortresses, and we see a decline in that respect ln comparison to the first half of the second millennium' Yet, they
could build themselves extensive palaces, as at Alalakh and
Ugarit, for instance. The latter city contained an area with
..i"rul palaces, the main one of which has been described as
one of the largest and most luxurious of the Near East at the
time.16 In such places the dominant powers could secure their
control by constructing fortified citadels, as the Hittites did in
Emar17 and Carchemish.ls
In addition to palaces, temples for the gods favoured by the
dynasts were also constructed, and it is clear that the religious
elites also benefited from the accumulation of wealth in the
hands of the few. One has only to think of the temples of
Luxor and Karnak. Not only the living elites enjoyed excessive

16 G. S aad6, Ougari t. Mdtropol e C anani enne (B ei rut, 1979)' 98-1 10'
t'
au proche-orient au
J.-C, Margueron, 'Fondations et refondations
antico:
bronze r6cent,, in S. Mazzoni (ed,.), Nuot.lefondazioni nel aicino oriente
realtd e ideologia (Pisa, 1994),3-27.
tt R. Nurrriun'', Arehitehtur Kleinasiens oon ihren AnJringen bis zum Ende
der hethitischen Zeit,zr'd edn' (Ttibingen, 1'971), 33O-2'
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r,vealth,but in certain cultures the dead
were lavishly provided
with grave goods when buried. Egypt
is the best_known
example of this practice_rememUli'
that Tutankhu_rr,,
tomb was merely for a minor ruler_but
we also see it in the
Aegean world and the.Levant. The goods
recovered in the shaft
tombs at Mycenae and the architectirre
of the rater thoroi-tornbs
all over the Greek mainland show that
some individuals com_
manded great wealth at the expense of the general
o;;l";i;;
The expenditures reserved for the elites
were staggering.
The textual documentation shows the
existence of a dual
social hierarchy, distinguishing palace
dependents from the
population in village
The paf"". a.p""a."i,
were not free; they did"o-mrrrriti"s.le
not own their own land, but ii we take
mo'able wealth as an indicator of social
status, they were often
much better off than the free people.
It is in the palace sector,
which incorporated temple p"rro.rrr"i
as well, that we see the
greatest degree of social stratification.
on the bottom
hierarchy were serfs working the agricultrrrul
"i;il"
.rtut... a;";;;
depended on the services one prov-ided
for tlr" p"tu"",-1-i"
more specializedskills.provided u high.,
status. fn.r. ,p."i"iiri
craftsmen, scribes, cult personnel, Ind
administrators all had
their rank and order. For a long time,
the military
;;p;;;
the. hierarchy; specialist charioteers
'#.r.
"lit*
i., these .o"i"ti",
highly prized and well-rewarded fo,
ih"i, services. In the
Syro-Palestinian area they were designutea
with the terrn ma/_
jannu which later became the
term fl,
erite sociar status in
certain societies.2oThe- rewards given ^.,
to palace dependents
were issued in rations for the lower levels,
payments
;i;
usufruct of fields for the higher ones. As
";J
service was
in
return, the use of these fields was granted
on an"*p..t.d
i"airia"^i
basis, not to families; but later in ifr. period.
military elites
-_
tried to make the tenancies heritable
,o pay for ,lr._
silver rather than services,
^.ri
.The Structure
of Near EasternSocietybeforethe
,l: .l Y Diakonoff,
"Middle
of the 2ndmillennium.B.
C.,, Oikumen,Z <t"ggZl,?.l00;M. t;;;".i,
Histoire,,Supptdment
ou n;rt;on ot), a,io A;Ur,'1V*;;ffi;;
,lr;rtiry
,Marijannu,,
'1
Reallexihon
d.erAssyiologieT(BerlinandNew
_,
York,!.Jlt!:lm,
1987-90),419-21.
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The free people were not entirely outside government control, as they weie obliged to pay taxes or provide corv6e labour
when requested. But they owned their fields, often as commupoor
nities rather than as individuals, where they scratched a
a
certain
with
living from the soil. The palace provided them
,.rppor,' in the irrigation societies of Mesopotamia and Eg-ypt
they maintained the canal systems. The extent of the free
.""torc of the various societies is hard to establish and must
have varied from state to state. In terms of social stratification
its members together with the agricultural palace serfs were-at
the bottom, ,".it g much of produce of their labour usurped by
those higher uP'
It is not my contention that the second half of the second
millennium was the only period in ancient Mediterranean history in which we find such uneven distributions of wealth and
strict social stratification. That is a characteristic of most societies, ancient, pre-modern and modern' Yet it is unusual that
the situation was so similar in numerous places over a large
geographical area. Earlier in the history of the region we see
such circumstances in isolated places, primarily Egypt and
Babylonia. Later there were single centres that commanded
the resources of the entire region: the Assyrian, Babylonian'
and Persian empires. This was very different from a situation in
which neighbouring states were all organized along the same
hierarchical lines.
5.

wAR AND DI PLoM ACY

The conjunction of cultural development in these societies is
also visible in their shared ideologies' Certainly there were
substantial differences between these peoples' perception of
in
the world, but they shared visions about proper behaviour
in
superiority
and
equality
about
social interaction and warfare'
uncivilthe
and
civilized
the
of
diplomacy, about the definitions
ized. Theparticipants in the system were aware that they had to
adhere to certain standards of conduct in order to fit in' The
rulers of the great statessaw themselves as peers' and addressed
each other as brothers. The rulers of smaller states,those of the
the
Syro-Palestinian area, were inferior, and had to address
where
to
determine
easy
probably
It
was
great kings as'lord'.
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one belonged in this respect. The king of IJgarit, for instance,
was a vassal of the Hittite one, and could not expect to be
regarded as a great king. The 'club of the great powers'21 was
select and resistant to change, even when the political reality
dictated it: when Assyria tried to translate its military successes
into diplomatic equality with Babylonia, Hatti, and Egypt, it
was rudely rejected at first until the others realized the legitim_
acy of its claims.22
The interaction between these stateswas highly competitive,
even if they knew that they had to live alongside one another.
Competition is a normal aspect of peer polity interaction and
can express itself in several ways.23 The most antagonistic,
warfare, was common throughout the region, involving every
state. One cannot say that this was a peaceful period, yet ;lso not
one that was militarily dominated by one state. Indeed.,
although we can judge with hindsight that the Hittites seem to
ha'e been more successful than the Egyptians in their contest
over the Syro-Palestinian area, we cannot proclaim them or any
other state at the time to have been the controlling military
power. This is a very different situation from that in the first
millennium, lvhen we see the Assyrians, for example, dominating the entire region without any true competitors.
Part of the new state expenditures was connected to the
introduction of chariotry in all armies. This technological innovation appearedearly in the period: we know that Egypt had a
fully developed chariotry by the reign of Amenhotep I I I . Char_
iotry was something that bound the statesof the Eastern Medi_
terranean together, as it was found in every one of them.2a In
severalof the states(ugarit and Alalakh) the charioteersbecame
I
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i
i
I
i
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2r H. Tadmor,'The
Declineof Empiresin WesternAsiaca.1200B.C.E.',
in F. M. Cross(ed.),SymposiaCelebrating
theSeaenty-fifthAnniaersaryof the
Founding of the American Schools of Oriental Research (1900_1975) (Camb r i d g e , Ma ss., 1 9 7 9 ) , 3 .
22 The
system has been studied extensively. For a recent analysis, see M.
Liverani, International Relations in the Ancient Near East, 1600-1 100 BC
(N^ew York, 2001). The case of Assyria is discussed there 6n pages 4l-2,
23 Renfrew,
'Introduction'. 8-9,
2a C.
Zaccagnini, 'Pferde und Streitwagen in Nuzi, Bemerkunqen zur
Technologie', Jahresbericht des Instituts ftir vorgeschichte der Unioersitat
FrankJurt a. M. (1977),28.
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the military and political upper class, although they later turned
to agrarian interests.25 While relatively few chariots were used
(perhaps only one per one hundred infantry men),-they were
Beside the material to build the chariots,26each one
"*p"nr1,r".
required two horses for pulling and one or two more reserve
animals. In certain places, such as Egypt, horses were rare ani'
had to be imported. Hence the gift of horses featured prominently in the Amarna letters.2TOther equipment needed to be
produced constantly. Chariot horses and some soldiers wore
expensivebronze scale armour,28 although in general protective
gear seemsto have been limited. In several administrative texts
from Nuzi thousands of arrows are mentioned! The procurement of the wood or reed for the shafts, the casting of the copper
or bronze for the heads, and the manufacture all must have
required a central organization. we have an extensive textual
record from Nuzi dealing with the manufacture of weapons,
chariots, armour, bows and arrows' etc.' and it is thus not farfetched to claim that a large part of the palace economy in a
small state like Arrapkha was devoted to military supply'2e
Armies also required a lot of manpower. We are not in a
position to estimate the sizes of the armies involved in the
tattle. and campaigns we study, as references to numbers of
enemies in royal victory statements were probably exaggerated'
The Egyptians claimed, for example, that Muwatalli mounted
an army of some 47,500 men against RamessesII in the battle of
Qadesh,30but we cannot confirm the accuracy of that claim'
Yet, for certain states,such as Assyria with a small population in
the heartland, the annual levy of troops must have been a heavy
imposition. Part of the pressure on the native populations was
removed by the use of mercenaries, a habit that seems to have
2s wilh"im, TheHurrians,43.

26 Zaccagnini,'Pferde und Streitwagen', 28-3 1'
'Die Beziehungen Babyloniens und Agyptens in der
" D. O] Ed.zard,
Zeit
und das Gold" Journal of the Economic and social
mittelbabylonischen
H i stoty oJ the Ori ent 3 (1960), 37-55.
28 Zaccagntfi.. 'Pferde und Streitwagen',324'
2e S. D.lley, 'Ancient Mesopotamian Military Organization', in J' M'
Sasson (ed.), Ciailizations of the Ancient Near East (New York, 1995),417'
30 R. H. Beal, 'Hittite Military Organization', in Sasson (ed'), Cittilizations,
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become common in the later part of the period. At
the battle of
Qadesh, for instance, mercenaries were used by both the Hit_
tites and the Egyptians, many of them drawn
from the very
populations that later contributed to the fail
of these states,the
Sea Peoples and the Libyans. That these groups could
become
powerful elements in the societies that recruited
them is d.em_
onstrated by the caseof Egypt, where the .Chieftains
of the Ma,,
i'e' the Libyan mercenaries, grabbed control over
certain territories after the end of the New Kinedom.3l
Even if we are unable then to quantify the
expenditures
involved in the military activities of the states
of the resion.
we can suggest that they were not minor and
that *urfu."
probably necessitateda concerted economic
effort. That focus
by itself was partly responsible for the maintenance
of the
international system of the eastern Mediterran"u,
ur.u,
some of the resources required, ironically perhaps,
",
could only
be obtained abroad. Copper and tin had to U. lmplri"a
Uy _".,i
in order to make the bronze weaponry needed by
a comi"titive
army, horses were an item of exchange between the
kings. Thus
warfare not only brought states togelher in a competi;"";";;
but also forced them to trade.
6,

l!;

c U L T U R AL A N D ME R c AN TILE

IN TE R A cTIoN S

Not all competition between the states of the region
was of a
military nature, however. Among peer polity
interactions
Renfrew included what he called comp"titi,ue
emulation, the
to display greater wealth and power, to outdo
the others
:rge
in exhibiting the fashions of the time. Archaeologists
and art
historians have spent a lot of energy in tracing
h-ow styles of
pottery decoration, wall paintings, and so
on were passed on
from one culture to another in the region of the
.urt"r' Medi_
terranean. They speak of an ,International Style,
that merges
indigenous and foreign elements in its artistic expression.32
T:he

lta
i:
ir

O O'Connor, .New Kingdom and Third Intermediat6 period, .1552-664
_ _"
i" B. F. Trigger et al., Ancient Egypt: A Social
History 1i"_Uriag.,
l9':
1 9 8 3 ) , 2 38 - 9 .
' ] t ' H. F e ld m a n , ' L u xu r io u s F o r m s: Redefi ni ng a Medi terranean ,,Intern a t i o n a l Style ' ,, 1 4 0 0 - 1 2 0 0 B.C.E,' , Ar t Bul l eti n
S i (ZOOZ),O_ZS .
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interactions between the Aegean and Syria-Palestine and Egypt
have especially drawn a lot of attention.33 For example, wall
paintings found at Tell Kabri in Palestine and Tell el-Daba'a in
the Egyptian delta shared decorative motives and styles with
those excavated in Crete. The focus of attention has been in
trying to identify the direction of the borrowing, the source of
the style, but it is more important here to realize that the elites
of the region shared a lifestyle transcending political borders
which distinguished them probably more from their own countrymen than from their counterparts elsewhere. These cultural
borrowings were certainly not limited to materials we can
recognize in the archaeological record today, but must have
included ephemeral things such as clothing, foods, perfumes,
drugs, etc.34
It may even be possible to include language in this. Just as the
European elites in the eighteenth century AD conversed in
French, could the eastern Mediterranean ones of the fourteenth
century Bc not have shown off their knowledge of the Akkadian
language? The palace scribes used that language for international correspondence with various levels of competence,
but are we not looking at their skill in a too purely utilitarian
way? Several examples of Akkadian literature were founc
amongst the tablets excavated at Hattusa, Emar, Ugarit, and
Akhetaten. A fragment of the Epic of Gilgamesh was picked up
at Megiddo in Palestine, and it seems certain that the numerous
palacesof the region can only continue to yield further evidence
that the Akkadian language was not used just for purely practical purposes. We cannot determine who enjoyed reading or
listening to these texts; yet their presence suggests that a certain
class in these societies thought it useful to study a foreign
language and its literature.

1?

n

" For exampl e, H . J . K antor,' The A egean and the Ori ent i n the S ec ond
Millennium B.C.', American Journal of Archaeology 51 (1947), 1-103.
3a
A. and S. Sherratt, 'From Luxuries to Commodities: the Nature of
Mediterranean Bronze Age Trading Systems', in N. H. Gale (ed.), Bronze
Age Ttade in the Mediterranean (Jansered, 1991), 351-86. For opium trade
from C yprus to the Lev ant, s ee R . S . Merri l l ees and J . E v ans ,' H i ghs and
Low s i n the H ol y Land: Opi um i n B i bl i c al Ti mes ' , E retz Is rael 20 (1989),
148-54.
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What exactly constituted a fashionable lifestyle must have
changed over time and place. It was probably made up by a
mixture of local traditions and influences from abroad. The
elites of the area must have seen in the 'International Style' a
way in which to distinguish themselves from those they considered to be lower classes.We can easily imagine, however,
that they also tried to impress the emissaries and visitors of
other states by showing off their lifestyle. The gigantic size of
many of the buildings constructed at this time, most notably in
Egypt but certainly elsewhere as well, must not only have been
used to impress the local populations, but foreign visitors as
lvell.
In addition to the competitive character of the interactions
between these states, they were also tied together by a great
exchangeof goods. This has been studied extensively, especially
with respect to the Aegean world whose pottery, for instance,
can be found all over the Syro-Palestinian coastal area and in
Egypt. Similarly, Egyptian and western Asiatic material is
found in the Aegean.35The exchange of goods took place on
several levels in the societies. Kings traded high-value prestige
items, such as ivory, gold, and hard woods. They shared the
ideoiogy that they did not acquire such items by cheap marketeering, but that they were given to them by colleagues to whom
they would return the favour by giving something else valuable.
Parailel to this system existed a more basic one in which goods
were traded by merchants travelling along the coast or through
the countryside. The sea trade is well-attested archaeologically,
including by two shipwrecks found off the southern coast of
Turkey. Merchants circulated in the eastern half of the Mediterranean in an anticlockwise direction, following the coast.
They picked up goods wherever they came ashore along the
way, which they acquired by trading-in some of their cargo.
The latter was so eclectic that one cannot assign a country of
origin to the merchants. The shipwreck of Uluburun dating to
the late fourteenth century, for example, had as its main cargo
ten tons of Cypriot copper and one ton of tin of unknown origin,
both poured into easily transportable ingots. The ship also
3s

See, for example, E. H. Cline, Sailing the Wine-Dark Sea. International
Trade and the Late Bronze Age Aegean (Oxford, 1994).
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contained logs of ebony, which the Egyptians must have
obtained in tropical Africa, and cedar logs from Lebanon.
Ivory tusks and hippopotamus teeth also came from Egypt,
while murex shells, prized for their dye, could have been
obtained in various locations in north Africa and the Syrian
and Lebanese coast. In addition to these materials the ship
held manufactured goods, such as Canaanite jewelry, Cypriot
pottery, beads of gold, faience, agate, glass, and so on, all from
different sources. There was even a jeweller's hoard on board
with scraps of gold, silver, and electrum, a scarab with the name
of the Egyptian queen Nefertiti, and cylinder seals from Babylonia, Assyria, and Syria.36
7.

A N EASTERN M EDI TERRANEAN SYSTEM

The extent of the interactions and the shared culture we observe
in the region make the eastern Mediterranean of the second half
of the second millennium an ideal place for application of the
peer polity interaction model. This allows us to see the simultaneous changes in the various states as a result of processes
throughout the region. We need not look for a place where
developments happened first, nor need we see the diffusion of
ideas as the motor behind change. The political cuiture of the
eastern Mediterranean did not originate in one state alone, and
was not adapted by others later; it grew up because of the
interchange of influences from all participants. We can obviously locate the source of certain elements, such as that the
Akkadian language and literature in use derived from Babylonia. But this is not really important. An international system
had developed through the input of many who closely interacted with one another. That system was not static once it had
been developed, and changed through and because of the
actions and developments of individual states. The general
characteristicsthat determined its nature lasted for at least 200
years. The competitive coexistence of this set of equivalent
statesmakes this period unique in ancient history.
36
C . P ul ak and G. F. B as s ,' U l uburun' , i n E . Mey ers (ed.), The Ox ford
Encyclopedia of Archaeology in the Near Easr (New York and Oxford, 1997), v.
266-8.
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My argument here is that we can see a world that
is united
.
ln many respects. It can be called a Mediterranean
system,
because this sea acted as one of the connecting
arteries in it.
Parallel to maritime connections existed networks
of movement
by river and overland routes, and it is thus senseless
to make a
division between the regions abutting the sea
and those further
inland. The region of the Medit..r".r"u' extended
far to its east.
At the same time, this Mediterranean world did
not include the
regions west of the Greek mainland. Contacts
with the western
Mediterranean existed during this period, but
it was p..ipfr".ut
to the system I have described, Archaeologically,
we canieter_
mine that the Mycenaeans visited mineral
rich regions in tie
west. But this was a periphery, one that did
not plrticipate in
the system as an equal partner, and one that
cannot be studied
by the historian on equal terms as there are
no sources beyond
the archaeological ones which are often silent
on qrr".tior. w"
need to ask.
the importance of the Mediterranean Sea as
an artery
^Despite
of contact between these states as we observe
it toauy, ti"
inhabitants of the region did not themselves
acknowledge this.
On the contrary, they saw the sea as a hostile
force, a piu.. of
chaos and danger. That travel by boat
took place ;.di;.i;;;
clear from the archaeologicalrecord, includin!
tn. ,nlp*r..t r,
and textual material attests to it, including
at ihe l".r"f of ,oyai
correspondence. Egyptian ships seem to have
been consideied
superior-qr
at least Egyptologists tend to think sq37_s14
.
letter, most likely from RamessesII to the
Hittite H"ttrr.iri ill,
discusses the sending of such ships to function
as models for
Hittite carpenters. Ramessesstates:

The textual material from the Levantine coast, especially the
city of Ugarit, has a substantial number of referencesto seafaring, and some have even suggested that there was a Canaanite
'thalassocracy' in the second half of the second millennium.3e
People from all states along the Mediterranean shore travelled
the seas, however. An eleventh-century tale from Egyptao
describes the voyage of Wen-Amun, a priest of Amun, to
Byblos in order to obtain timber. As must have been common
practice for centuries, he took passage on a Syrian boat, and
there is no indication that this was regarded as unusual. The tale
clearly acknowledges the dangers involved in this travel, however, and seems to show the sea as a world with laws of its own.
First, Wen-Amun was robbed of the goods he brought with him
by one of the crew members in the Philistine harbor of Dor. His
demand to the local ruler for restitution was rejected, so he stole
it from yet another ship. Later in the story, he was seized by
people from Cyprus and barely escaped with his life. Piracy is
mentioned in several letters of the second millennium as well, so
it was a real danger. On the other hand, we have to keep in mind
that people travelling overland were also reported as being
attacked, so the dangers may have evened out.al
The sea was dangerous, however, and a force that could not
be easily controlled, It is a recurrent motif in the literatures of
the ancient Near East that chaos was personified by the sea.The
so-called Babylonian creation myth describes how the god
Marduk brought order to the universe by defeating the seagoddess Tiamat. In the literature of the Syrian coastal city
Ugarit the god Ba'al likewise defeated Yam, 'the Sea', who
sometimes is replaced by the god Mot, 'Death'. This topic of
Canaanite literature survived into the first millennium Hebrew
Bible, where Yahweh replaced Ba'aI.azThere was a distinct fear

fl-ook, I did-sendyou] one ship, and a second
I wili send you
year]' Your [carpenters]should draw a ptan[one
the basisofihe
lext
[on
shipsthat I send you]. Let them make a plan
iand let them imitate the
ship, and my brotherl will make the fixtures
i?) fartfulty. you shouil
tar the boat on the inside and the outside] with pitch
[so that no water
willl seepin [and causethe ship to sink]in the
midst of the sea!38
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'n J. M. S asson, ' C anaani te Mari ti me Inv ol v ement i n the S ec ond Mi l l ennium B.C.', Journal of the American Oriental Society 86 (1966), 126-38.
a0
An English translation can be found in M. Lichtheirr., Ancient Egyptian
Literature (Berkeley, 1976), ii. 224-30.
al
A. Altrnurr, 'Trade between the Aegean and the Levant in the Late
Bronze Age: Some Neglected Questions', in M. Heltzer and E. Lipinski
(eds.), Society and Econotny in the Eastern Mediterranean (c.1500-1000
B .C . ) (Louvai n, 19 88), 229-37.
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Fo. a convenient recent survey of Near Eastern mythological material
where the sea appears as a danger and the scholarly literature, see A. Catastini,
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of the sea, which is understandable as the eastern Mediterranean was indeed dangerous to sail, Yet the sea was crucial for
the contacts the people at its shores maintained. Such a para_
doxical attitude was not unique in antiquity: while the Romans
calied the Mediterranean mare nostrum, they did have a worldview focused on the land and feared the sea.43One can rely on
the sea without liking it.
The historical situation I described changed drastically by
the first millennium, after the so-called Dark Age when *" u..
truly at a loss about most of what took place. From a Near
Eastern point of view the Mediterranean became a distant
world. The sea was a border that could only be crossed bv
specialist people living on its coast, the Phoenicians. The Near
Eastern states,at first Assyria, then Babylonia and.persia, were
landlocked powers, without true equals as neighbours. The
Mediterranean sea was no longer a unifying force, connecting
the regions at its eastern shores. The Mediterranean world o]
the first millennium nc had a much more western orientation
and the lands to its eastwere part of another world. The chanses
took place due to political, economic, cultural, and techio_
Iogical factors. They were caused by humans, not by nature,
and the human as a historical agent has to remain in the centre
of our Mediterranean historv.

'Il mostro delle acque: reutilizzazioni bibliche della funzione di un mito,.
Mediterraneo Antico: Economie, Societd, Culture 4 (ZO0l),71_gg.
43
O. A. W. Dilke , ' Gr a e co - Ro m a n p ercepti on of the Medi terranean,. i n
M. Galley and L. Ladjimi Sebai (eds.), L'Homme miditerranien et la mer
(Tunis, 1985), 53-9.
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One of the many monuments the Athenians proudll' showed
their youth and the visitors to their city was the ship r,vith which
Theseus was believed to have sailed to Crete. In the course of
the centuries the ship's wooden parts rotted, and the Athenians
had to replace them, providing ancient philosophers with an
unsolved puzzled'. did Theseus' ship remain the same even
though its rotten components were continually being replaced?2
I cannot help thinking about this puzzle when I am confronted
with diachronic studies on 'the' Mediterranean. Can the Mediterranean be a somehow distinctive object of historical and
cultural study, given the continual change of its living (and
therefore, ephemeral) components (human populations and
their cultures, animals, and plants)? Or is the Mediterranean
as a historical and cultural entity just a construct of the collective imagination of scholars who contribute to journals, books,
or conferencesthat have the name 'Mediterranean' in their title?
1
The views expressed here stem from the project 'Ritual and Communication in the Greek cities and in Rome', which is part of the interdisciplinary
proj ects'R i tual dy nami k
i n tradi ti onel l en und modernen Ges el l s c haften'
(1999-2000) and
funded by the Ministry of Science of Baden-Wtirttemberg
'Rituaidynamik: Soziokulturelle Prozesse in historischer und kulturverglei chender P erspek ti v e' funded by the German R es earc h C ounc i l (2002-5);
references to my own preliminary studies on relevant subjects are, unfortunately, unavoidable. I have profited greatly from theoretical discussions with
my colleagues in this project.
2 Pht. Theseus 23.

